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With well-established methods for producing photo-realistic results, the next big challenge of graphics and display technologies is to achieve perceptual realism — producing imagery indistinguishable from real-world 3D scenes. To deliver all necessary visual cues for perceptual realism, we built a High-Dynamic-Range Multi-Focal Stereo Display that achieves high resolution, accurate color, a wide dynamic range, and most depth cues, including binocular presentation and a range of focal depth. The display and associated imaging system have been designed to capture and reproduce a small near-eye three-dimensional object and to allow for a direct comparison between virtual and real scenes. To assess our reproduction of realism and demonstrate the capability of the display and imaging system, we conducted an experiment in which the participants were asked to discriminate between a virtual object and its physical counterpart. Our results indicate that the participants can only detect the discrepancy with a probability of 0.44. With such a level of perceptual realism, our display apparatus can facilitate a range of visual experiments that require the highest fidelity of reproduction while allowing for the full control of the displayed stimuli.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Photorealism in computer graphics — rendering images and animations that appear the same as photographs or cinematographic movies — has matured to the point that it is now widely used in industry. Yet, this approach places an upper limit on the realism achieved by a photograph. Emerging display technologies can deliver high dynamic range (HDR), accurate color reproduction, and a close approximation to the full set of real-world cues of 3D scenes (including focal depth cues). Together, such display technologies can potentially exceed the realism of photographs and bring us closer to what we define as perceptual realism — displaying content that is perceptually indistinguishable from real-world 3D scenes.

Perceptual realism puts very strict requirements on the quality of reproduction. To make the task feasible, we aim for a visual reproduction of a static scene encompassing a moderate field of view (27°×21.8°) and seen from a fixed viewing position (no motion parallax). Such a scene can in principle be reproduced with perceptually-realistic fidelity if we can achieve sufficient quality in terms of spatial resolution, color gamut, dynamic range, and depth.
The fact that human perception integrates across different cues, creating a ‘holistic’ percept, raises the possibility that almost inevitable small differences to the real world in terms of individual attributes may not be noticeable provided the other display capabilities are of sufficient quality.

The first objective of our work is to build a display apparatus and a 3D scene acquisition and rendering system that combines high spatial resolution with accurate colors, luminance levels, and cues to 3D structure (including focal distance). Our display apparatus combines four custom-built HDR displays into a single-viewer two-focal plane stereoscopic display. It can deliver a brightness level up to $3000 \text{ cd/m}^2$ and below $0.01 \text{ cd/m}^2$, a spatial resolution of at least 85 pixels per degree at a viewing distance of 462 mm, a color gamut of BT.709, correct disparity, and variations in focal depth from 462 mm ($2.16 \text{ D/diopters}$) to 740 mm ($1.35 \text{ D}$). These capabilities are sufficient to reproduce a small scene inside a box of size $200 \text{ mm} \times 160 \text{ mm} \times 300 \text{ mm}$ ($\text{width} \times \text{height} \times \text{depth}$) with levels of realism that exceed what existing display technologies can offer. Furthermore, the display is constructed in such a way that a viewer can simultaneously, or selectively, see a physical box containing real objects and compare them with displayed ones in the same spatial position. This enables a set of new perceptual experiments that have not been possible before.

To deliver high-quality content for such a display, we create a system for acquiring, reconstructing, and rendering 3D scenes with a lumigraph [Gortler et al. 1996] (light field with a proxy mesh). The system involves the capture of multi-exposure image stacks from multiple viewpoints with a high-resolution DSLR camera, camera pose estimation with photogrammetry, color calibration with a spectrometer, proxy mesh registration with differentiable rasterization, lumigraph view synthesis with view-dependent UV maps, multi-focal rendering with linear depth filtering, and a custom-designed focal plane calibration to compensate for different viewing positions of observers.

Our second objective is to use this system to visually reproduce a small stationary object at a close distance to the observer ($0.5 \text{ m}$) with a high fidelity such that it can be confused with a physical 3D object. The fidelity of the reproduction is confirmed by a visual Turing test [Banks et al. 2016] with a strict criterion: the virtual scene must not be visually different in any respect from the real scene. This is tested in a three-interval-forced-choice (3IFC) experiment in which we ask naive observers to choose a scene that appears different when presented with two real and one virtual scenes, or one real and two virtual scenes. This way we evaluate realism objectively and eliminate subjective interpretations. The attempt at this challenge provides us insights to better understand the conditions necessary to achieve perceptual realism. In the long term, we foresee this approach as an important step in the study of future display technologies, including AR and VR, to determine what display capabilities are most critical in achieving perceptual realism. Our display apparatus can also be useful in studies of material perception, color appearance, and depth perception, in which realistic objects and scenes need to be faithfully reproduced.

We make the following contributions: (i) We build a novel display apparatus with an imaging system that is capable of capturing and reproducing all essential perceptual cues of a static scene of moderate size and with the capability to switch between viewing real and displayed scenes with the observer in the same position. (ii) To our knowledge, our work is the first that achieves a close perceptual match between a real-world 3D object and its displayed counterpart in both geometry and appearance. We experimentally demonstrate that our display apparatus can pass a visual Turing test — naive observers can only distinguish between real and displayed 3D objects with a probability of 0.44. In contrast to previous work [Borg et al. 2012; Masaoka et al. 2013; Meyer 1986], we achieved this with binocular viewing of a near object, and without any optical degradation of the real scene.

2 RELATED WORK

Obtaining realistic results has been one of the main pursuits of computer graphics and in particular of rendering. Global illumination and physically based rendering allowed for accurate simulation of light [Goral et al. 1984]. When combined with tone mapping methods [Eikersten et al. 2017], such as simulation of lens glare [Ritschel et al. 2009] and camera response [Reinhard et al. 2002], these techniques can produce photorealistic images, indistinguishable from photographs of real-world scenes. However, since the focus of our work lies beyond photorealism, we review the studies that attempted to achieve perceptual realism by matching a virtual scene with a physical one.

Meyer [1986] was the first to compare rendering shown on a display with a real scene in an experiment. The participants saw the real scene and a CRT screen with its reproduction side by side, via viewfinders of two cameras with telephoto lenses. Additional Fresnel lenses were added to enlarge the viewfinder images so that they could be seen from 112 cm. Despite the lack of binocular depth cues and the low resolution of the CRT screen, the authors reported that neither naive observers nor experts could tell which image was computer generated. Although this was an impressive result, it was helped by the degradation of the real-scene images, due to lens distortions, and their small size ($9.2 \times 9.2 \text{ cm}$ seen from 112 cm, or $4.7^\circ$).

Borg et al. [2012] reported a graphics Turing test experiment, in which they successfully reproduced the result of Meyer without the need to see the stimuli via a viewfinder. The participants viewed either a real object (a pyramid or a sphere), or a display seen through a small aperture in a $2 \text{ m}$ long box. The stimuli were viewed with one eye. Also, because the authors could not achieve the required dynamic range on their display they asked the participants to view the images from $10 \text{ cm}$ away from the box in a non-dark room ($50 \text{ lux}$) so that the display black level was masked by glare in the eye and adaptation.

Masaoka et al. [2013] measured how the impression of realism is degraded with the reduction of resolution. The authors conducted a pairwise comparison experiment, in which one of the conditions was a real scene and the other conditions were images of gradually reduced resolution. The results of comparisons were scaled using a Bradley-Terry model to give a measure of the sense of realness, proportional to just-noticeable-difference (JND) units. The images and the real scene were seen through a synopter so there were no binocular disparities, and the distance was $480 \text{ cm}$ to ensure sufficient angular resolution and minimise the influence of variations in...
focal distance. The study found that a resolution between 60 and 120 cycles per degree is required to achieve the perceived realism of a real scene.

None of the above studies attempted to reproduce binocular depth cues but instead reduced their influence by using large viewing distances and optics. These studies also reported difficulties in reproducing the real-world dynamic range. Both of these aspects were addressed in the study of Vangorp et al. [Vangorp et al. 2014], in which the virtual scene was reproduced on an HDR display (SIM2 HDR47E) seen through a stereoscope, albeit at low resolution (30 ppd). The goal of the study was to measure how binocular disparity and contrast contribute to realism, in a manner similar to Masaoka et al.’s study of resolution. The task was to compare two displayed scenes, each with a certain amount of both contrast and disparity modification, and choose the one closer to the real scene. The participants could look at the real scene at their discretion, but it was not included in the compared conditions, so the experiment could not test for a perceptual match. The authors found that the participants were more sensitive to changes in contrast than in disparity, and selected as more realistic either natural or moderately enhanced contrast.

In addition to the above-mentioned visual Turing-test experiments, a comparison with a real scene has also been used to evaluate reproduction of brightness [McNamara 2005] and tone mapping [Yoshida et al. 2006], but these studies did not attempt to achieve a perceptual match with a real scene.

Although the studies of Meyer, Borg et al., and Masaoka et al. reported a perceptual match of the display and real scenes, they were achieved only in monocular view or using optics that degraded visual quality of the real scene. Our work aims to go beyond these efforts. We reproduce all visual cues, including depth and dynamic range, and match a real object seen at a small viewing distance, and with no optical aberrations.

3 HDR-MF-S DISPLAY

The main objective of the design of our HDR-MF-S display is to maximize the visual quality and realism of the displayed images for all the following capability dimensions: physical luminance, dynamic range (contrast), color gamut, binocular and focal depth cues. The goal is to deliver all these capabilities altogether with sufficient qualities rather than focusing on maximizing a single one. While there are several fundamentally distinct approaches to 3D display architectures, not all of them meet the requirements for our objective. For example, accurate depth cues, matching light distributions in the real world, can be potentially achieved with holographic [Lucente 2012] or light field [Surman and Sexton 2012] displays. However, the current state-of-the-art of these technologies does not allow us to achieve the field of view, color accuracy, resolution, or dynamic range required for perceptual realism. Reproducing a 4-dimensional light field of sufficient size and quality with these technologies requires control over billions of pixels, which is currently infeasible. However, if we can either stabilize or track the viewing position, the subspace of a light field that we need to reproduce is much smaller, making it possible to build a display of required capabilities.

One approach to producing the required light distribution, given either fixed or known eye position, is to use a stereoscopic multi-focal display [Akeley et al. 2004]. In such displays the eye sees the sum of light from multiple superimposed planes at different focal distances. Such displays can effectively drive accommodation to any point between the planes if the plane separation is small enough (~0.6 D to ~0.9 D) [MacKenzie et al. 2012, 2010], while retaining desirable capabilities of conventional displays (resolution, color gamut). Moreover, this uncomplicated design, without any refractive or diffractive optical components in the viewing path, generates images without additional optical distortions. This is in contrast with vari-focal displays [Dunn et al. 2017] or near-eye light field displays [Huang et al. 2015], which are likely to introduce noticeable aberrations. One important limitation of a multi-focal display is that the addition of focal planes reduces dynamic range. The additive nature of the beam-splitters elevates black level, and their transmission limits the peak brightness of each plane. We address this problem by combining a multi-focal stereoscopic display design with a high dynamic range display, making a high-dynamic-range multi-focal stereoscopic (HDR-MF-S) display. In the following subsections, we explain the details of the design of our HDR-MF-S display and how it achieves the capability dimensions that we desire. We also provide additional descriptions of each component of our display setup with CAD drawings in the supplementary materials.

3.1 Apparatus overview

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the front view of our display apparatus. The apparatus comprises three main components as shown in Figure 3: a Wheatstone stereoscope with four high-dynamic-range displays and two focal planes; a real-scene box in front of the observer that is seen through a pair of beam-splitters; and a motorized camera slider capable of capturing dense horizontal light fields of the real-scene box. In this setup a small physical scene is arranged in the real-scene box. This box normally faces the observer, but can be rotated to face the camera rig in order to capture its light field as shown in Figure 3. When facing the observer, the real scene and its rendered counterpart are spatially superimposed. We can instantly switch between the real and displayed scenes by controlling the lights in the real-scene box and the display. We discuss the details of each component in the following subsections.
Fig. 3. Schematic of the high-dynamic-range multi-focal stereo display apparatus. (Note that to simplify the schematic, not all the folding mirrors and beam splitters are shown.) The apparatus creates two image planes (green and blue dashed lines inside the real-scene box) per eye and the observer sees respective images via beam splitters. The real-scene box is observed through the same beam splitters. The real-scene box is on a manually rotating platform moving toward a fixed capturing position or a fixed display position. The camera gantry is on another manually movable platform (not shown in the figure) which can move towards or away from the real-scene box allowing coarse adjustment of the field of view.

Fig. 4. Each HDR display comprises a projector acting as a backlight for an LCD panel with factory backlighting removed. A Fresnel lens sandwiched between two narrow-angle diffusers, with scattering angles of 10 and 5 degrees. An image from the projector is formed on the first diffuser acting as the backlighting of the LCD. The Fresnel lens helps to steer the backlighting toward the eye uniformly. The second diffuser prevents reflections between LCD glass and Fresnel lens substrate.

3.2 HDR displays

The key feature of our display is the capability of reproducing a high dynamic range, with a peak luminance of 3000 cd/m² and the black level much below 0.01 cd/m². Such a low black level practically eliminates any stray light in areas of an image that should remain black. The HDR reproduction is delivered by four projector-based dual-modulation displays, similar in design to those used in one of the first HDR displays [Seetzen et al. 2004] but with multiple improvements, explained below.

Each such HDR display consists of an IPS LCD panel (9.7” LP097QX1 2048 × 1536) from iPad3 with the backlight removed, and substituted by a DLP projector (Acer P1276) with its color wheel removed. For realizing the image from the projector, we used a Fresnel lens (Comar Optics) sandwiched between two narrow-angle diffusers (Luminit), with scattering angles of 10 and 5 degrees. This prevented double reflections between the LCD glass and the Fresnel lens substrate. The selection of scattering angles gave the best trade-off between the light efficiency and the uniformity of the display. Figure 4 depicts the optical structure for a single projector setup. The projector was positioned on a tilted ramp to reduce the keystoning effect. To further maximize the light efficiency, the focal lengths of the near- and far-plane Fresnel lenses were selected as 254 mm and 279 mm, respectively, to focus the light from each plane towards the observer.

The software for controlling each display implemented the standard two-spatial-modulator factorization algorithm [Seetzen et al. 2004] running on a GPU. However, we took special care to achieve accurate geometric alignment and high color accuracy. The geometric alignment was achieved by taking images with a DSLR of a calibration pattern (a grid of points) displayed separately on the LCD and the DLP and then aligning them using homography and mesh-based warping. The point-spread-function of the DLP was measured for the same grid of points and approximated with a Gaussian function. The colorimetric calibration was achieved by measuring the color ramps with a spectro-radiometer (Specbos 1211) and fitting a gamma-offset-gain model to the LCD panel and using a dense look-up table for the DLP. The dense look-up table was necessary as the response of the projector was non-monotonic after removing the color wheel. The effective bit-depth of both displays was increased to 10 bits by bit-stealing (DLP) and spatio-temporal dithering (both DLP and LCD). The uniformity of the display was compensated by taking an image with a DSLR and using it for compensation of the DLP image.
3.3 Focal planes and optics

To vary focal distance, similar to a multi-focal display [Akeley et al. 2004], our display can generate images at two focal planes, at the distances of 462 mm (2.16 D) and 740 mm (1.35 D) from the viewer, providing a 0.81 diopter separation between the planes. The separation was selected to ensure that the images shown on two planes provide cues for accommodation for any distance between the two planes [MacKenzie et al. 2010]. Such distances also ensure a resolution of at least 85 pixels per degree for the observer. These distances are adjustable by moving the HDR displays on their mounting rails.

Figure 5 shows the optical paths for near and far virtual images on the right-hand side. The image of the far plane is formed by reflecting the real image of the top right HDR display through a mirror, and two beam-splitters. The purple dashed line in the figure indicates its optical path. The near-plane image is formed by reflecting the real image of the bottom HDR display from a single beam-splitter, depicted by the green dashed lines. This is symmetrical for the left-hand side of the setup. We opted for this simple optical design without any refractive [MacKenzie et al. 2010] or varifocal [Chang et al. 2018] optics to avoid aberrations, which would introduce detectable imperfections and also reduce the dynamic range due to scattering of the light. The real-scene box is observed through 70R/30T (reflection/transmittance, Edmund Optics, 64-409) beam-splitters, located in front of the observer’s eyes. The red dashed line shows the viewing direction through these beam-splitters. This reflection/transmittance ratio was selected to achieve a higher brightness of the display. The second beam-splitter 50R/50T (weidner-glas.de) on the side is used to combine the images from far and near planes. Since the system has several optical paths crossing each other, we had to enclose all the image delivering paths separately to avoid cross-talk images. At the optical exit where the observer views the scene and the displays, we placed a chin-rest and forehead-rest to fix the viewing direction and limit head movements. We also placed blinders on either side of the chinrest posts to prevent direct line of sight of the near plane LCD screens.

Multi-focal plane displays are very sensitive to misalignment due to head-movement and often require either bite-bars [MacKenzie et al. 2010] to eliminate such movements or active correction in rendering through eye tracking [Mercier et al. 2017]. We aimed to build a setup similar to the latter using an IR LED fixed onto a glasses frame without lenses (Figure 6). The observers were asked to wear the frame while viewing, and the LED was tracked using a high frame rate machine vision camera (iDS UI-3140CP), with 25 mm C-mount lens (Fujinon HF25HA-1B) and a visible light filter. This allowed us to track the observer’s head position in real-time. We later use the data from the head tracker in our experiment (Section 6) to determine the invalid trials.

Fig. 6. Frames of the glasses with an IR LED. The participants were asked to wear these frames to track their head position.

Fig. 7. The front and side view of the real-scene box and schematic of the calibration target inside. The calibration target has a grid of four-by-six squares of the size 30 mm x 30 mm, which defines a world coordinate system. The red, green, and blue arrows in the figure represent the origin and orientations of the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. We define the upper-left corner of the grid as the origin for the X and Y axes and the target placed at the front location as the Z = 0 plane.

3.4 Real-scene box

The real-scene box has the inner dimensions of 200 mm × 160 mm × 300 mm (width × height × depth), matching the physical size of the LCD screens and accommodating the optical separation distance between the far and near plane HDR display apertures. It was made of black acrylic, which was covered on the inside with high absorption blackout material (Thorlabs: Black Flocked Self-Adhesive Paper). The ceiling was fitted with an LED array light source with 225 individually addressable RGB LEDs (WS2812B). The real-scene box was fixed on a platform, supported by ball transfer units, allowing it to be freely rotated towards the observer for viewing, or towards the camera for light-field capture, as shown in Figure 7. The real-scene box rotation was fixed in either of the two positions using custom magnetic mounts.

To facilitate several calibration procedures for our imaging system (Section 4), we defined a world space coordinates for the real-scene box. We placed a removable calibration target on a gantry plate inside the real-scene box, as shown in Figure 7. The gantry (Oozenest, 250 mm C-Beam Linear Actuator) can be controlled to move the target freely from the entry of the real-scene box to its end. The calibration target had a grid of four-by-six squares of the size 30 mm x 30 mm. We used the grid to define a world coordinate space, as shown in Figure 7.
which is color-calibrated for the spectra of the scene illumination with respect to the eye position and the calibration target in the (Section 4.1). Next, we employ photogrammetry to perform a 3D reconstruction and estimate camera matrices (Section 4.2). After that, we apply a differentiable rasterizer to register a proxy mesh and view-dependent UV maps and textures, of the captured HDR images to reconstruct a lumigraph.

4 HDR-MF-S IMAGING & RENDERING SYSTEM

To achieve perceptual realism, we need not only a display capable of reproducing all relevant cues, but also an imaging and rendering system, which can capture a real scene and display it with sufficient quality. Most importantly, the rendered scene should match the viewpoint of the observer. Our system is currently limited to processing scenes of relatively simple or known geometry, but can handle complex non-Lambertian materials and high-dynamic-range illumination.

Figure 9 shows a diagram of the HDR-MF-S imaging and rendering system. We start with the capture of a horizontal HDR light field, which is color-calibrated for the spectra of the scene illumination (Section 4.1). Next, we employ photogrammetry to perform a 3D reconstruction and estimate camera matrices (Section 4.2). After that, we apply a differentiable rasterizer to register a proxy mesh of the main object with its silhouette in each HDR light field image (Section 4.2), so we can project the fitted mesh to each light field image to obtain a view-dependent UV map and texture. Before rendering, we find the position of each focal plane of the display with respect to the eye position and the calibration target in the real-scene box (Section 4.3). Finally, we integrate lumigraph view synthesis with linear depth filtering [Akeley et al. 2004] to render the final scene on our HDR-MF-S display (Section 4.4).

We found lumigraph to be the most suitable 3D representation for our purpose as it models non-Lambertian surfaces, is robust to processing high-resolution textures, and performs rendering in real time. We have also experimented with dense light fields, either captured or reconstructed using neural radiance fields [Mildenhall et al. 2020], but they did not match the quality required for perceptual realism, which poses a lower tolerance for artifacts (such as blur, noise, and distortion) and a higher demand for capacity to process high-resolution (8k) images. Instead, we combine photogrammetry and differentiable rendering to align known geometry with the captured HDR images to reconstruct a lumigraph.

4.1 HDR light field capture

Using our data camera discussed in Section 3.5, we first capture a high-resolution (7360 x 4912 pixels) light field consisting of 16 views with a separation of 5 mm between them. For each camera view, we capture an HDR exposure stack consisting of up to five RAW images spaced two stops apart in exposure time and ISO of 100. We merge the RAW images to increase the dynamic range and reduce noise using a Poisson photon noise estimator [Hanji et al. 2020]. Next, we demosaic the merged images using the DDFAPD algorithm [Menon et al. 2006]. To calibrate for colors, we measure the spectra of a color checker passport (X-Rite) positioned inside the real-scene box with a spectroradiometer (Spectros 1211, Jeti). Then, we compensate for the measured spectral transmission of the 70/30 beam-splitter and recover trichromatic coordinates using the CIE XYZ 1931 colour matching functions. The XYZ color coordinates are used to find the matrix that transforms from native camera linear RGB space into CIE XYZ and which results in the smallest RMSE of DeltaE 2000 color differences. The white patch in the color checker is used for white balance. Finally, we apply the matrix to convert the merged HDR images from their native camera linear RGB space to the BT.709 space used by our display.

4.2 Lumigraph reconstruction

The objective of this stage is to construct a lumigraph [Gortler et al. 1996] (a light field projected on a proxy geometry), represented by a proxy mesh and view-dependent UV maps and textures, of the captured scene.

Photogrammetry. We first use Meshroom [AliceVision 2018], a photogrammetry software, to perform a multi-view stereo reconstruction of the scene. We supply Meshroom with the HDR light field images captured from the gantry and additional single-exposure images captured with the camera mounted on a Magic Arm (Manfrotto) and positioned at multiple locations around the front of the real-scene box. These additional images are necessary for the 3D reconstruction but are not used for textures. After the reconstruction, Meshroom returns a noisy scene mesh (including the main object, the real-scene box, and the calibration markers, etc.) with estimated camera extrinsic and intrinsic matrices. Note that at this stage, the scene mesh is in an arbitrary local camera space. The camera matrices are also calculated with respect to this space. We
Proxy mesh registration and UV map generation. The mesh reconstructed from photogrammetry does not meet the accuracy of perceptual match required by our experiment. Hence, we choose to experiment with objects with simple or known geometry and pre-generate the mesh files, as mesh reconstruction is not the main focus of this work. However, we still need to register the mesh to the correct coordinates. It is crucial to ensure that the projected silhouette of the registered mesh is near-identical to the ground truth. Otherwise, the rendering would appear distorted once we project the mesh onto light field images to construct the lumigraph.

We employ SoftRas [Liu et al. 2019; Ravi et al. 2020], a differentiable renderer that rasterizes a grey-scale silhouette image, to find an optimal spatial transformation to align the mesh with the silhouettes in captured images. Specifically, the optimal parameters of a spatial transformation $T$ including scaling, rotation, and translation can be found by

$$\min_T \sum_i ||R(T(M), C_i) - I_i||,$$

where $R$ is a differentiable renderer that rasterizes a grey-scale silhouette image, $M$ is the unregistered mesh, $C_i$ is the $i$-th camera matrix, and $I_i$ is the extracted ground-truth silhouette from the $i$-th camera view. We apply the GrabCut algorithm [Rother et al. 2004] to extract the ground-truth silhouettes of the main object. Figure 10 shows the results of the silhouette fitting. After the registration of the proxy mesh, we generate the UV coordinates by projecting the mesh vertices onto each HDR texture using the camera matrices obtained from photogrammetry.

**Local-to-world coordinate transformation.** To facilitate the following calibration steps, it is convenient to have the scene geometry represented in world coordinates expressed in physical units (meters). To do this, we determine the coordinates of the calibration markers in both local space (Section 4.2) and world space (Section 3.4) and apply the orthogonal Procrustes algorithm to find an optimal change-of-coordinates transformation from the local to the world space.

### 4.3 View-dependent focal plane calibration

Both pairs of display focal planes must be well-aligned with the positions of the observer’s eyes to correctly align the two focal planes and match the scene shown in the real-scene box. To map the coordinates of each display to the world coordinates of the real-scene box, we perform a manual focal plane calibration. As different observers have different inter-pupillary distances (IPDs) and may put their heads at different positions, this calibration needs to be performed per observer.

During the calibration, the observer is asked to put their head on the chin rest and press against a rigid forehead rest. The forehead rest provides additional stability and limits head movements. As shown in Figure 11, each eye is presented with four crosses on one of the HDR displays. They move the four crosses to align them to the corresponding specified crossings of the calibration target in the real-scene box. The observers perform this alignment for each of the two focal planes per eye and for the calibration-target positioned at two different depths. The gantry inside the box moves the target to their desired locations. After this calibration, we obtain a correspondence of eight points in world space and in image space. They are used to find the transformation from the 2D coordinates on each focal plane (an image shown on each HDR display) to the world coordinates. We use the direct linear transformation algorithm (DLT) [Sutherland 1974] to find a rendering matrix $M$ which maps the world coordinates to the clip space for each focal plane. Finally, we apply an RQ decomposition to decompose the rendering matrix into a view (extrinsic) matrix $V$ and a projection (intrinsic) matrix $P$, i.e., $M = PV$. With the view matrix we are able to compute the observer’s view (eye) positions and orientations, which is required for the lumigraph view synthesis and multi-focal decomposition in the rendering stage.
**4.4 Multi-focal lumigraph rendering**

To find the value of each pixel of the near and far display focal planes, we use lumigraph rendering [Gortler et al. 1996], combined with linear depth filtering in the diopter space [Akeley et al. 2004]. We choose simple linear filtering as our test scene does not contain any occlusions, which would require more advanced methods [Mercier et al. 2017; Narain et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2019]. Specifically, the value of the pixel \((x, y)\) on the \(j\)-th focal plane \((1 - \text{near}, 2 - \text{far})\) for the left eye (index L) is computed by filtering across the focal planes and cameras (similarly for the right eye):

\[
V_{L,j}(x, y) = \frac{|D_p - D_{L,j}|}{\Delta D} \sum_{k=1}^{K} T_k(u_k, v_k) \omega_k, \tag{2}
\]

where the symbols are illustrated in Figure 12. We use lower case symbol \(d\) to represent distances in meters and upper case symbol \(D\) represent distances in diopters, so that \(D = 1/d\). In particular, \(D_{L,j}\) is the diopter of the \(j\)-th focal plane from the viewing position \(e_L\). \(D_p\) is the distance (in diopters) of the intersection point \(p\) of the ray \(r\) with the object, where \(r\) originates from \(e_L\) and passes through pixel \((x, y)\). \(\Delta D\) indicates the diopter difference between the near and far focal planes. \(T_k(u_k, v_k)\) represents the value of the HDR texture associated with the data camera \(k\) for the texture coordinates \((u_k, v_k)\) at the intersection point \(p\). We calculate \(T_k\) by rasterizing the texture-mapped registered mesh (Section 4.2) with the rendering matrices generated during the focal plane calibration (Section 4.3). The texture is filtered with standard mipmap. The value of \(\omega_k\) is the weight associated with each data camera. As we assume a static eye position, we always select the nearest neighbor in our current implementation to avoid blur artifacts:

\[
\omega_k = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } ||e_L - c_k|| = \min_j ||e_L - c_j||, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

where the values of \(e\) and \(c\) (data camera origins) are obtained from the focal plane calibration (Section 4.3) and lumigraph reconstruction (Section 4.2) respectively.

### 5 RESULTS

Although it is difficult to convey the three-dimensionality and color appearance of the scenes shown on our display using photographs, in this section, we include a few to demonstrate some of its characteristic capabilities. We captured images of several displayed and real objects using a Sony a7R3 camera with a 55 mm lens (SEL55F18Z). We set the aperture to F9.5 so that its diameter matched the expected pupil diameter for our scene (5.8 mm). We also performed the focal plane calibration (Section 4.3) and lumigraph reconstruction (Section 4.2) respectively.

Figure 13 demonstrates a close perceptual match between the real and virtual objects achieved by our system. The accurate spatial alignment of the virtual object overlaying the physical object demonstrates the perceptual match in geometry (Figure 13(a)). We also achieved a close match in appearance and shading (see the overlapping shadows and specular reflections in Figure 13(a) and the side-by-side comparison in Figure 13(c)). With such a level of precision, we are able to show many mixed-reality effects that would not be possible otherwise such as changing the hue of the physical object without changing the shadows or textures.
Reproducing Reality

1. Figure 13. (a) Photograph of a virtual object displayed on top of the real object. We changed the hue of the texture to show a mixed-reality effect. (b) The real object can be seen more clearly with the displayed object slightly shifted away. (c) Photograph of the displayed object (right) next to the real object (left). The small white strip visible on the bottom right corner of the right object is not a display artifact but reflection from the background.

2. Figure 14. Photographs of an object rendered on our display at different depths (columns) while the camera focus was set to one of the three fixed focal distances (rows). The photographs demonstrate the performance of defocus blur due to the multi-focal plane rendering. Note that the subpixel structure, seen in magnification, is not noticeable when the object is seen by the eye. The position of the object changes in the field of view since the camera optical axis was not aligned with the object depth axis.

3. Figure 15. Photographs of a physical 2D resolution chart (top) in comparison with its displayed counterpart (bottom) placed at different depths (columns).

To evaluate the resolution limit and the aforementioned incorrect defocus blur (when the virtual object is placed between the two focal planes) of our display, we reproduced a 1951 USAF resolution test chart (Thorlabs, R3L3P1, positive, 3"×3") and photographed it in comparison with the physical chart (Figure 15). We built a custom light box to illuminate the chart from the back, producing a high-contrast resolution pattern. We displayed either the real or rendered virtual chart at one of these distances: 500 mm (near), 577 mm (middle), and 654 mm (far). The camera focus was also set to one of these distances. To reduce the Moiré pattern resulting from the interference of the LCD and camera sensor pixel grids, we reduced the aperture to F16 and processed the images using DxO PhotoLab 4.3.0 with only Moiré filtering enabled. Note that the Moiré pattern was not visible to naked eyes. Assuming that the resolution limit is the point at which the lines blend together and cannot be regarded as separate, our display can reproduce up to 4.0 lp/mm at 500 mm (0.58 lp/arcmin), 2.83 lp/mm at 577 mm (0.48 lp/arcmin) and 4.0 lp/mm at 654 mm (0.76 lp/arcmin). This shows a dip for the middle distance, at which the displayed image is a superimposition of two defocused focal planes (Figure 15, 2nd row, 2nd column).

6. EXPERIMENT: VISUAL TURING TEST

We designed an experiment to test whether participants can distinguish between real and virtual objects shown by our system. The experiment is inspired by the early work of Meyer et al. [1986] and many follow-up studies, which attempted to create a system that passes a computer graphics Turing test or virtual reality visual Turing test. In contrast to these studies, which have reproduced only 2D images of limited dynamic range, we have created a capture-and-display system that can deliver all necessary visual cues. The secondary objective of our experiment is to test the sensitivity of the visual system to the degradation of different cues (contrast, in this experiment) when all other cues are present. We hope that such data will facilitate understanding of what trade-offs are acceptable in the fidelity of individual display properties, while still delivering highly realistic content — valuable information for building practical display systems.

1For this evaluation, we moved the near focal plane close to the near distance and far focal plane close to the far distance.
Stimuli. Our test object was a wooden hemisphere (a prop used to teach geometry) that was lightly sanded and stained, but retained the texture of wood and produced an imperfect specular reflection of moderate intensity (refer to Figure 16). As shown on the left of Figure 16, the hemisphere was attached to a 3D printed holder (504 mm from the viewer) on the flat side and had its spherical side directed toward the viewer so that it appeared as a sphere to a participant. We selected this object for its simple geometry and complex material and texture properties.

The sphere was illuminated by one of five different light patterns, produced by the RGB LED array on the ceiling of the real-scene box. The patterns were created by switching on a set of 2 LEDs at different positions in the LED array so that the object was illuminated from a slightly different angle each time (while keeping overall brightness approximately the same). To indirectly illuminate the object from the bottom, a piece of white cardboard acting as a diffuse reflector was placed under the object. Different illumination patterns are an important part of our experiment design as they let vary the stimulus between the trials so that the participants cannot not memorize small differences in appearance across the trials.

A rectangular aperture, made of black cardboard, was placed on the front side of the real-scene box so that only the illuminated hemisphere can be seen. The illumination was reduced to the point at which only the hemisphere can be seen but not any part of the real-scene box (the peak luminance of the object was 2 cd/m²).

In addition to the standard condition, which was our best reproduction of the real object, we created a distorted condition, in which we artificially reduced contrast. The contrast was reduced by modifying pixel values:

$$I_{\text{mod}}(x, y, c) = \left(\frac{I_{\text{org}}(x, y, c)}{I_{\text{med}}}\right)^\gamma I_{\text{med}}, \quad (4)$$

where $I_{\text{mod}}$ is the median luminance of the image, $I_{\text{org}}$ and $I_{\text{mod}}$ are the original and modified images (in linear RGB color space), and $(x, y, c)$ are pixel and color channel indices. We determined in a pilot experiment that $\gamma = 0.8$ produced results that were detectable but sufficiently challenging. Not only does this condition let us evaluate the effects of reducing contrast per se, but it also plays important role in our experiment design that it allows us to exclude the possibility that the task given to the participants was too difficult to be feasible (or that they are not paying adequate attention). Consider the case where we reduce presentation time, or luminance, such that none of the participants can detect the real stimulus amongst rendered alternatives. This pattern of data would resemble passing the visual Turing test, but for an entirely trivial reason. Showing that people can detect small reductions in contrast with our chosen experiment parameters, however, would demonstrate that they did perform the discrimination task satisfactorily, and so a failure to discriminate in the standard condition can be interpreted at face value.

The object was rendered either on the near focal plane of our display or on both focal planes and using linear blending in diopeter space, as explained in Section 4.4. We tested both conditions to understand the importance and also challenges of delivering correct focal depth.

Procedure. We used a three-interval-forced-choice (3IFC), or odd-one-out, procedure. In each trial, the participant was shown three intervals, for 2 seconds each, from which either two were real and one virtual, or two were virtual and one real. The participant was given the instruction: *You will see three objects, one after another. Select the object that appears different from the two others.* We intentionally avoided asking a question about realism as such a question would be open to subjective interpretations of what “real” looks like, and may lead observers to attend to some aspects of the stimulus while ignoring others. With an oddity task, the observer was instead free to use any aspect of the stimulus to make their judgement, making it a true test of the ability to discriminate real from rendered images. Indeed, the 3IFC task can be considered a very strict test of our display, given that in practical use observers will often evaluate the realism of a rendered scene without the presence of an equivalent real comparison. To avoid after-images causing identical stimuli to appear different between intervals, we showed a plane with a noise texture of the same average luminance as the object and at the same distance. Our procedure aims to objectify measure whether observers are able to distinguish a real object from a virtual one without being provided any training, prior knowledge or experience for the given task.

The experimental session consisted of 120 trials, which took on average 40 minutes to complete, split into two sessions with a short break. Each participant completed 30 repetitions of each condition. In each trial, we randomly selected either a standard stimulus or one with reduced contrast condition, and presented it using either 2-focal plane rendering, or only on the front focal plane (4 conditions in total). One of five illumination patterns was randomly selected for each trial (the same pattern was used in all three intervals). As the alignment of two focal planes is crucial for the reproduction of focal distance, we displayed an alignment grid (similar to Figure 11) before each trial. The participants pressed a key to continue only when good alignment was achieved. They also had an option to repeat the trial if they were distracted or accidentally moved their...
heads. Finally, we asked the participants to wear glasses frames with an IR-LED (Figure 6), which was used to track and record their head position before and after each interval. We removed the measurements for the trials in which the movement reported by their head position before and after each interval. We removed the

deletion was used (≈ 15% of the measurements).

Participants. 12 participants (three females) completed the experiment. The age of participants ranged from 23 to 34 with the mean of 27.8. Each participant was screened for normal stereo acuity with the Titmus fly test and for normal color vision with the Ishihara test. The participants were instructed to wear their corrective optics. They were compensated for their participation.

Results. The participants’ answers give us a measure of probability of selecting the correct interval, P(correct). Since the participants can select the correct answer by chance, we need to correct for that by modeling:

\[
P(\text{correct}) = P(\text{chance} \cup \text{detected})
= P(\text{chance}) + P(\text{detected}) - P(\text{chance})P(\text{detected}),
\]

(5)

where \( P(\text{chance}) = 1/3 \) in a 3IFC experiment. \( P(\text{detected}) \) does not depend on the protocol (2IFC or 3IFC) and a zero \( P(\text{detected}) \)

indicates a complete perceptual equivalence between the real and virtual objects. The resulting probability of detecting the interval that appears different, \( P(\text{detected}) \), is plotted in Figure 17 for three selected participants and also averaged across all 12 participants.

As expected, the results show that the reduced contrast increases the probability of detecting the different object, proving that the participants can perform the task. However, multi-focal rendering on both planes made it easier to perform the task compared to rendering only to the near plane (with the exception of participant #9, see Figure 17). We discuss potential factors that contribute to this outcome in Section 7.

The results also show large individual differences in detection probabilities across participants (see the supplementary materials for all individual results). This is most likely because different participants tend to pay attention to different aspects of the stimuli. We collected a post-experiment questionnaire to better understand how the participants attempted to identify the different object. In the questionnaire, we asked: What made the selected object stand out from the other objects? and gave a set of possible answers listed in Table 1. Table 1 shows that among the 12 participants, six participants ticked sharpness, which could be a result of the incorrect defocus blur discussed in Section 5 or the insufficient resolution (compared to human sensitivity) of our display. The option one object or other objects appeared less shiny was also ticked by six participants. This is potentially due to an inaccuracy of our lumigraph synthesis approach, since the shininess of an object is attributed to specular reflections. Four participants selected brightness while two selected color, indicating room for improvements in our photometric calibration and color reproduction. We elaborate on the aforementioned issues in Section 7. All participants reported that none of the virtual stimuli appeared unnatural when viewed in isolation and if they had not been asked to look for differences from a physical stimulus, they would have deemed the virtual stimuli to be real.

We use our measurements across 4 conditions to further isolate the factors that contributed to the detection. Assuming that all factors are independent but multiple factors can trigger the detection, we can model the probability of detection as the probability summation:

\[
P(\text{detected}) = 1 - (1 - P(\text{f1})) (1 - P(\text{f2})) (1 - P(\text{contrast})),
\]

(6)
where \( P(f_1) \) is the probability of detecting the difference due to single focal plane rendering, \( P(f_2) \) is the probability of detecting the artifacts to the limitations of two-focal plane rendering (excluding all factors contributing to \( P(f_1) \)) and \( P(\text{contrast}) \) is the probability of detecting reduced contrast. We use maximum likelihood estimation to compute those probabilities across all participants and get:

\[
P(f_1) = 0.44 \quad P(f_2) = 0.3 \quad P(\text{contrast}) = 0.56 .
\]  

This shows the observers have 44% chance of detecting the difference between real and virtual objects shown by our display and that two-focal plane rendering increases that chance by 30%.\(^2\) The isolated probability of detecting the contrast reduction by 20% \((y = 0.8)\) is 56%, which corresponds to about 1 JND unit (78% for a 2IFC protocol). The reduced contrast conditions serve as an example of a procedure that can be used to scale other relevant "distortions", such as the change of luminance, disparity or black level.

7 DISCUSSION

3IFC task. The outcome of our experiment, showing that observers can detect the virtual object in 44% of the cases may appear worse than the results reported in other works [Borg et al. 2012; Meyer 1986]. However, we need to consider that this is the first time a direct comparison was made between a display and a 3D object seen from a short distance. We also used a much more challenging 3IFC procedure, which removed the subjective assessment of "realism" from our task, and made our test sensitive to very small differences between displayed and real objects. Such differences in certain insignificant aspects (such as viewing angle, object size, position, etc.) do not necessarily degrade the quality of realism for images viewed in isolation.

Distorted conditions. Most visual experiments in graphics either test preference (does A look better than B) or measure similarity to a "reference", which is often obtained from costly rendering, such as path-tracing. Both approaches can only be used to determine relative improvements with regard to another rendering method, which may or may not capture the desired visual qualities. Our reduced contrast condition demonstrated how a (simulated) rendering method (or a display limitation) can be directly compared against the ultimate reference of a real-world object. Such absolute measures can tell us that a certain percentage of observers across a population will not notice any observable difference to the real-world object \( P(\text{contrast}) \), while discounting the existing imperfections of the display \( P(f_1) \) and \( P(f_2) \). We plan to use such a methodology to quantify the importance of various display capabilities, such as the dynamic range, absolute luminance, disparity, focal distance, accommodation, and others.

Eye tracking. Multi-focal rendering requires very precise alignment across the focal planes. Effective alignment without uncomfortable restraining of head position requires active tracking and compensation for the head position. Our IR LED tracker was a first step toward this goal. Latency of the tracking, and limited refresh rate of the display, did not let us implement active compensation for head movement yet. These are not fundamental limitations of the approach, however.

Multi-focal rendering. Our experiment showed a result that rendering on two planes with linear depth filtering made it easier for most observers to detect discrepancy. One explanation could be that while linear depth filtering with the current two-plane separation distance can drive accommodation to the correct depth, it causes an increased defocus blur compared to real scenes. Any multi-focal-plane display with a practical number of focal planes necessarily samples focal depth coarsely, and so most scene points will not coincide precisely with a focal plane. Accommodation can be driven to the appropriate inter-plane distances by linear depth filtering (with plane separations up to and even exceeding that used here, [MacKenzie et al. 2010]). Yet, at least one image plane must be defocused (because two cannot be focused on simultaneously), resulting in potentially detectable blur compared to a real scene. The results suggest defocus blur plays a more important role in perceptual realism than the accommodation response. As we are relatively insensitive to accommodation state, and it is a weak depth cue, incorrect accommodation is likely to provide weaker cues to realism than blur. Several steps can be taken, however, to reduce this defocus blur compared to the present study. Due to light scattering inside the real-scene box, we used dim illumination, which increased the pupil size, thereby increasing defocus blur. In rendered scenes this problem can be reduced by using higher luminance (including HDR) scenes. Also, in this study the far focal plane was quite far from the stimulus. Either adding an additional intermediate focal plane, or moving the planes to optimal positions with respect to the scene content, would reduce the focal depth inaccuracies that lead to increased defocus blur. Finally, more advanced multi-focal decomposition algorithms may be able to compensate for the loss of high spatial frequencies that characterizes defocus blur [Mercier et al. 2017; Narain et al. 2015]. Since a correct stimulus to accommodation is necessary to avoid problems caused by vergence-accommodation conflicts [Hoffman et al. 2008], there is great value in attempting to optimize multi-focal displays for reproducing realism. We hope that our display can be used to explore the trade-offs involved in doing this. For example, does tolerance to incorrect focal depth increase if other aspects of the scene are delivered with very high fidelity?

Reproducible stimuli. Our system has several limitations in terms of the stimuli it can reproduce. While our system can synthesize non-Lambertian materials with specular reflections, the quality may not reach the level of perceptual equivalence, as indicated by our post-experiment questionnaire. Specular highlights are sensitively dependent on viewing positions, making them difficult to be reproduced as is unlikely that our data camera perfectly overlaps with the observer’s eye position. We anticipate that such inaccuracies can be reduced by capturing more light field views or incorporating advanced neural scene representations such as neural radiance fields [Mildenhall et al. 2020] or view-dependent multi-plane images [Wizadwongsa et al. 2021]. We did not explore this direction as training and convergence of scene-representation networks with large-size data (8k images in our case) remains an actively studied problem. In the future, we plan to evaluate various view synthesis approaches with our apparatus in terms of perceptual realism,
whereas existing works only focus on photorealism. Our system is also currently limited to simple or known geometry. Nonetheless, this is not a fundamental limitation of our approach — we can modify the loss function in Eq. (1) such that it not only optimizes for a spatial transform but also for a per-vertex deformation to fit an unknown geometry. However, this approach also requires capturing many more views around the object. Since 3D reconstruction is not the main focus of this work, we chose to work with known geometry and a horizontal light field. Our rendering method is currently unable to reproduce edge occlusions of objects at different depths without introducing visible artifacts. Our intention is to test more advanced multi-plane rendering methods [Mercier et al. 2017; Narain et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2019] in the future. Our display has an advantage over the previously built multi-focal plane displays in that it can reproduce a much higher dynamic range, which gives more flexibility in optimizing for multi-plane decomposition (for example, greater headroom for compensating for loss of high spatial frequencies). In addition, although the resolution of our display is much higher than that found in the previous work [Vangorp et al. 2014], it is still lower than the levels required for a perceptual match, as reported by Masaoka et al. [2013]. Achieving the highest resolution reported in their paper (120 cpi) would require tripling the resolution of our LCD panels. This is currently impossible when using off-the-shelf components. As above, it will be interesting to explore whether tolerance to lower-than-optimal resolution is increased when other aspects of the scene are delivered with high fidelity. Finally, our color calibration currently relies on CIE XYZ 1931 color matching functions, which are known to be inaccurate for short wavelengths [CIE170-1:2006 2016]. It also did not account for the contribution of rods to color perception or individual differences. Better color matching may require capturing multispectral images and individual corrections to compensate for the differences in cone sensitivities.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of our work is to build an end-to-end system that can acquire a small 3-dimensional object and reproduce it faithfully with all the necessary visual cues on a display. Being able to do so is an important step for perceptually realistic graphics, in which the depicted imagery is indistinguishable from the real world. A direct comparison with real-world objects lets us better understand the limitations of not only the visual system but also those of display technologies, 3D representations, and rendering techniques. For example, we found that defocus blur could play a more important role than accommodation response in perceptual realism, together with the need for accurate view-point tracking, as one of the main limitations of multi-focal plane displays.

We demonstrate that the first iteration of our HDR-MF-S display can deliver virtual imagery that is in only 44% of the cases detected as different from its real-world counterpart. This result was obtained when asking the question “is it different?” rather than “is it real?”, making the task more objective but also requiring higher accuracy from a display system. We believe this is also the first attempt to reproduce a 3D object at a short distance, with the essential set of depth cues for the given scene. Finally, our experiment design with a “control” distorted condition (reduced contrast) ensured that the participants were correctly completing the task.

The display is a platform for a wide range of experimental studies, in which both faithful reproductions of all visual cues and comparison to reality are paramount. For example, it can be used for studies on gloss and material perception, physics-based rendering, global illumination, tone mapping, view synthesis, augmented & mixed reality, and many more. All these studies can take advantage of full control over each display capability dimension, such as dynamic range or luminance. The displays can also simulate a wide range of see-through AR displays, by using a real-scene box as a real environment and offering a much higher dynamic range and peak luminance than that of most head-mounted displays.
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